FABULOUS 4.1
HELLO Everyone! It has been lovely talking to you this week. I can’t believe it is June already!
Next week we are going to try a video call for our class, I will phone everyone on Monday with the
details!!!!
Here are some activities for you to have a go at.
DON’T FORGET, MR LICENSE has set individual work for you on Conquer Maths. He is having a look
at what you have done, and will set more work when you finish it. If you can’t get onto Conquer
Maths there are alternatives for you below, or have a go at the work I have posted to you.
MRS LAY would like you to look at 100 High Frequency Words list which is on our school website
and the Oxford Owls website. Have a look at some of these words and if you recognise them, keep
practising reading them. There are some books to look at too.
SOME OF YOU will have had work sent out to you, if you have, please continue with that.

This week we are thinking about TRANSPORT.
Each day we will think of a different mode of transport and you can do some work that will
use your Maths, English, Science and Art skills.
Do what you can. This work is for everyone, but everyone works at different levels, so you
can make it easier or harder to suit what you can do! Some people can write a whole
paragraph, some can just say a word and ask someone to write it, whatever you can do is
great!

MONDAY 1st
June

CARS

Maths

Can you COUNT how many cars are on your drive or street?
Can you make bar chart of different coloured cars?
English
Describe the car you like the best, using your voice, talker or writing.
Maybe you could even describe your perfect car!
Science
Can you find out what a car needs to make it work?
Find out about how a car works. What are the different parts of the car for?
Art
Design and draw your favourite car.
What colour would it be?
What do the wheels look like?
Independence Do you know how old you have to be to drive a car? See if you can find out.

TUESDAY 2nd
June
TRAINS
Maths

Go on this website https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/mental-mathstrain
And have a go at the maths activities. You can choose simple or harder ones.
English
Using your voice, talker or writing, can you say a sentence, paragraph or even more
all about a train journey? If you could go on a train where would you go? What
would happen on the journey? Maybe you could even make up a story!
Science
Can you find out about steam trains in the past? Maybe find some pictures. They
used WATER to power them. What do trains use now to make them work?
Art
Can you draw a train? Find a picture and see if you can copy it.
Independence Do you know where your nearest train station is? See if you can find out.

WEDNESDAY
3rd June
AEROPLANES
Science,
Maths and
Art

English

Can you make and decorate a paper aeroplane and see how far it can fly? Can you
measure the distance it flies? Maybe you could have a competition with someone in
your family to see who can fly their plane the furthest? What do you think makes
the best paper aeroplane – is it wide, narrow, big wings, small…? Have a look at
www.persil.com/uk/dirt-is-good/arts-crafts/make-paper-aeroplane.html

Using your voice, talker or writing, can you say a sentence, paragraph or even more
all about an aeroplane journey? If you could go on a train where would you go?
What would happen on the journey? Maybe you could even make up a story!
Independence Can you find out the names of some airports in Yorkshire?

THURSDAY
4TH JUNE

Ethel Barge!
Have a look at the website…http://www.etheltrustcommunitybarge.co.uk/

Science

Can you find out how fast Ethel travels and what she travels along? What about if
she comes to a bridge?
Maths and
What shape would you describe Ethel as? Can you draw the beautiful Ethel Barge?
Art
Find some pictures on the website that other people have done. You could even
make a model of Ethel using a rectangular box. I can see she has a circular window
too.
English
Using your voice, talker or writing, can you say a sentence, paragraph or even more
all about a journey on Ethel? You might have already been on Ethel on a school
trip? What do you think you might see if you went on the barge?
Independence Can you find out what jobs people have on Ethel Barge?

FRIDAY 5TH
JUNE

Science

BOATS

Make a collage picture by cutting and sticking or draw and label a picture of all the
different types of boats you can find – rowing boat? Yacht? Cruise ship?
Maths and
Using paper, try to make a paper boat. This website might show you how.
Art
https://www.persil.com/uk/dirt-is-good/arts-crafts/how-to-make-a-paper-boatstep-by-step.html paper.
Can you see all the different shapes in the boat? Can you see a circle, triangle,
square, rectangle?
English
Using your voice, talker or writing, can you say a sentence, paragraph or even more
all about a journey on a boat? You might have already been on a boat, either a
rowing boat or even a ferry? You could describe how the boat moves about in the
water, imagine it got really stormy! How would you feel?
Independence Can you find out about lifeboat crews? What do they do? How do they keep people
safe?

